
ship's Hull Integrity is exceeded, as long as the
damage was not caused by a critical hit or colli-
sion. A pod is a Size 0 ship with Silhouette 10, a
single Hull Integrity bubble, and a one-shot
thrust 9 solid fuel rocket which can fire in any
direction. Ships may dock with the pod to rescue
the pilot, who is then incapacitated and cannot
take further actions.

Pilot Fates. Pilots in friendly hands at the end of
a scenario are safely returned home to fly another
day. Those in enemy hands are captured. Those
still drifting must roll on the Reentry table.
KIA: The pilot has been killed in action by a
heatshield or parachute failure.

MIA: The pilot comes down alive, but too far
from home to take any further role in the cam-
paign. The landing point may be a South Ameri-
can jungle, the Australian outback, or an un-
charted Pacific island.

BEL: Behind Enemy Lines. Roll an additional
die, on a 0 the pilot hooks up with partisans and
will Return (4). Otherwise the pilot is Captured.
Captured: The war is probably over for captured
pilots. There is little chance for escape from a
lunar Stalag or New Mexican desert prison. How-
ever, unofficial trades of captured pilots were
often organized by battlefield commanders with-
out the knowledge or approval of higher authori-
ties. Players on opposite sides may exchange cap-
tured aces if both parties can hammer out an
agreement.
Return (x): Having landed in friendly territory,

the pilot is on the
IIIU~N'''IlY way back to the

base. X is the num-

Result ber of missions the
pilot will miss
while traveling.

Die Roll

o KIA

MIA Grounded Pilots.
Pilots who lose
three ships are
grounded. Forced
out of an active
role in the space
war, they serve the
remainder of their
term flying a desk.
Though still on
the roster, ground-
ed pilots may no
longer fly any mis-
sions.One die for life balls,

two for rescue pods.
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